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The Market and Election Deciphered

An EPS Estimate Crusher
Clinton vs. Trump

At the start of the year, stocks reacted as if the world was
coming to an end. Domestic and international economic
news was terrible, the dollar soared, oil tanked, and fear of
more interest rate hikes, combined with rotten earnings
plagued us for six weeks.

Easy Health Care Play

KEY TAKEAWAYS
 We see 4-5% declines ahead
but small cap GARP could generate decent returns, even with
rollercoaster market

Magically, about a month ago, oil began to rise, the dollar
fell, commodities surged, earnings forecasts were not so
bad, cries that a recession is around the corner were muffled, and rate hikes fears disappeared.

 Market pundits have mistaken
rally for window dressing, and
oversold opportunism, which
will be over shortly

Lost in all of this, is the fact that institutions have been window-dressing their portfolios, setting the stage for ups and
downs, given their lack of conviction. Oil speculators have
done this by covering short positions. GARP investors have
accumulated cheap stock now that redemptions have
slowed. Growth investors have added again to the big
names and those led by the consumer sector. Value investors have gotten back on the economically sensitive stocks.

 Trump better for investors than
Clinton, contrary to popular
opinion
 This health care stock is primed
to rise regardless of the election
outcome but could see bigger
upside in a Trump win

This does not mean that fear has been replaced by optimism. On the contrary, it has merely been temporarily replaced by pragmatism, which is the best approach for investors of all sizes, at this juncture, with limited stock exposure.
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Many profitable health care and tech stocks, particularly
small caps, are still cheap, even with the recent-run-up.
Throw in oversold consumer stocks and you could have a
trifecta of stocks with winning formulas and decent, if not
rollercoaster stock returns through mid-May. If institutions
don’t yet own GARP stocks they will, since GARP offers the
best upside/risk profile at this stage.
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Clinton vs. Trump
To be clear, it would be foolhardy to jump in the water with both feet, even if the general
risk/reward profile appears to be in our favor, as a 4-5% decline is clearly in the cards.
Some will say (as we did last week) that stocks have simply rebounded too much too
quickly. After all, the Russell 2000, which was oversold, is up nearly 15% from the low of
less than a month ago. What has really changed aside from the fact that investors have
come to their senses? Not much. Thus, much of the near term upside has abated, but
gains can still be had even if the rest of March turns ugly as upon a further reflection,
things remain the same economically, as a few months ago.
With that in mind, if stock direction takes a cue (albeit less panicky) from the global economic slowdown, and equities drop 4-5%, as we predict, how will the current Presidential election cycle affect stocks, and has it already?
I can’t tell you how many times we have elected to write on a topic only to be upstaged
by a major publication. It happened again this weekend. We huddled on Friday and decided we would essentially take one segment of the market and compare/contrast prospects depending upon whether Clinton or Trump wins the whole she-bang. As if on
cue, Barron’s cover story this week is: Clinton vs. Trump. Who Is Better for Investors?
So, we decided to answer the question and also focus on one segment. As a result, we
arrived at an answer pretty quickly and begrudgingly: Trump. (Barron’s selected Clinton.
For the record, Kasich is likely better than these two on that front, but hold that thought.)
A lot of investment pros may not admit it, but the more Trump opened his mouth and the
higher his poll numbers ran, the more scared they became because of his buffoonery.
Love him or hate him, he is a classless, obnoxious, bankrupt-record holding rich guy
whose bombast rivals his supposed schmeckel size. Still, he has struck a nerve across
party and economic lines and if numbers hold, could take the nomination. His policies
are unclear at best, ever-changing, and many are impossible to accomplish due to, well,
politics. He may not have a compromising bone in his body, or political cooperation experience, but he will likely select people like John Kasich to help along that line to develop and attempt to execute policies that actually make sense and can pass muster, rather than the catering to the crowd with a lot of simple words mixed with bluster.
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Clinton vs. Trump (cont’d)
I am banking on the fact that at his core, lowering taxes and being pro-business are
great starting points for investors and frankly pissing off foreign nationals won’t bite us in
the ass either. Isolationist policies and a penchant for growth through debt—well, that is
a non-starter and would hopefully be squashed before they got out of the starting gate.
On the other side of the aisle, Hilary Clinton has endeared herself to some Wall Street
leadership and has demonstrated that despite proposed tax increases (especially capital
gains taxes) she has some political center ideas. I could write a ton on this topic but it
really all comes down to one word: trust. No one trusts her. So, with her proclivity for
pandering and then changing 180 degrees, especially to suit her policies which are far
less moderate and not based on compromise unlike those of her husband, history does
not help her stance, or that of investors.
Yes, Trump is bat-crap crazy. And the fact that he is an unknown may hurt stocks. I am
banking that once politics and feasible policies come into play, rational thought and favorable stances toward the market come into play, whether by design or by accident.
Ironically, the Clintons and Trumps have a history of social interaction which begs the
question, what would be the difference if either one was president by some pundits?
Are they of the same mold? We believe there are two industries that could be impacted
in a significant way related to job creation and particularly for investors.
President Obama has wielded executive power in an all out assault of the fossil fuel energy business. Perhaps no industry signifies the difference between the parties than
energy, particularly when it comes to oil, gas, and coal. Below are a few articles that
highlight these views, first from Mr. Trump then Ms. Clinton.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/03/01/3195271/
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/28/us/politics/hillary-clinton-lays-out-climate-changeplan.html?_r=0
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Easy Health Care Play
There is no denying that the Affordable Care Act, aka Obamacare, remains a hot button
issue on both sides of the aisle. There is no reason to believe that any changes will be
made if Hillary Clinton wins the election. However, the story will be different if Mr.
Trump wins the White House. At this point it would be political suicide to just repeal the
ACA without some sort of replacement strategy, which in some regards is a victory for
the Democrats regardless of the outcome. Mr. Trump has outlined a plan for his replacement and we have copied the article below for you reference.
http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/trump-releases-broad-outline-health-reformsreplace-obamacare
Although Trump’s plan does not mention it specifically, part of the repeal would be to
eliminate the Medical Device Excise Tax that is part of the law. Anyone who understands economics at a first grade level gets that fact that this tax just gets passed on to
the consumer, but with that said, medical device manufacturers should get a boost if Mr.
Trump wins.
Boston Scientific Corporation (NYSE – BSX - $17.44) may not be small or truly
GARP, but it is not expensive either and is smack dab in the middle of its 52-week
range. The bottom line? BSX is a great candidate from a value proposition standpoint if
you want to play the political game when it come to healthcare stocks. With operating
and gross margins of 15% and 72% versus industry averages of -0.8% and 59% respectively, EPS is projected to grow from $0.93 in 2015 to $1.05 this year and $1.19 in 2017,
a 13% average. A tax break would only improve matters. Look for BSX to climb this
year to $20 regardless of the political results, which is essentially the multiple on 2015
actual EPS.
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Say What?
Great info, insights, and hard-hitting stories make up this
week’s Say What? feature...

Bloomberg
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-07/specter-of-20-oil-recedes-asspeculators-flee-bearish-bets
We predicted $40 by Memorial Day...isn’t this just a short squeeze?
Forbes
http://www.forbes.com/sites/johnberlau/2016/03/04/how-fiduciary-rule-may-censorfinancial-broadcasters-like-dave-ramsey/#1be3b969e696
This can change a lot of things...including our work
Investor’s Business Daily
http://www.investors.com/news/technology/is-facebook-ready-to-unleash-a-multi-billiondollar-opportunity/
Could this take FB to an entirely new level?
Marketwatch
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/chinas-economy-aims-for-up-to-7-growth-this-year2016-03-06
Good news, if they can pull it off.
ZeroHedge
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-03-06/key-equity-index-climbs-back-elevatorshaft
We mentioned this the past two weeks. Bow, more relevant than ever.
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The Stock Market Today
AAII Sentiment Survey (figures rounded)

Current

Last Week

Long Term Avg

Bullish

32%

31%

39%

Neutral

39%

37%

31%

Bearish

29%

31%

30%

With each passing week, responders to this survey seem to just go with the flow. If
stocks are up, the Bullish segment rises. If stocks are down, they are Bearish, or at
best, Neutral. On the sensible side, it makes sense that with the 14% gains of the past
few weeks, a little caution is in order, which is why the Neutral segment is the biggest of
the three. With so many economic, market, and political variables out there, I suspect
that there will be more Neutrals, week in and week out for the foreseeable future. Still, I
would use big moves on the Bearish side as a buy signal and big moves on the Bullish
side as a Sell Signal.
Insider Trading Notes:
Speaking of signals, there is an incorrect school of thought that insiders can correctly
time their buys and sells. Interestingly, insiders tend to time their sales only a bit better
than their buys. Therefore, if anyone is seeking to use these events as a measure to buy
or sell a given stock, he/she would be better served by the level of activity by either multiple insiders or the magnitude of sales relative to total ownership.

With that in mind, here are some stocks that experienced noteworthy insider transactions last week:
BUYS

SELLS

SMTX

RS

ESV

VG

BBY

WDAY
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Launched in May 2010, The Goldman Guide is a free weekly publication of Goldman Small Cap Research and is written by Founder
Rob Goldman with contributions from the GSCR contributor team. This non-sponsored investment newsletter seeks to provide investors with market, economic, political and equity-specific insights via an action-oriented, straight to the point approach. No companies
mentioned in this newsletter are current sponsored research clients of the Company or its parent, unless noted, With some exceptions, all companies or investment ideas mentioned in this publication are publicly traded stocks listed either on the NYSE or the
NASDAQ. Goldman Small Cap Research members and contributors’ bios, certifications, and experience can be found on our website: www.goldmanresearch.com .
Disclaimer
This newsletter was prepared for informational purposes only. Goldman Small Cap Research, (a division of Two Triangle Consulting
Group, LLC) produces non-sponsored and sponsored (paid) investment research. Goldman Small Cap Research is not affiliated in
any way with Goldman Sachs & Co.
The Firm’s non-sponsored research publications category, Select Research, reflects the Firm’s internally generated stock ideas, along
with economic, industry and market outlooks. In virtually all cases, stocks mentioned in Select Research offerings are listed on the
NYSE or the NASDAQ. Publications in this category include the weekly newsletter The Goldman Guide, Market Monitor blogs, Special Reports, and premium products such as The 30-30 Report. Goldman Small Cap Research analysts are neither long nor short
stocks mentioned in this newsletter.

Opportunity Research reports, updates and Microcap Hot Topics articles reflect sponsored (paid) research but can also include non-sponsored microcap research ideas that typically carry greater risks than those stocks covered in Select Research category. It is important to note that while we may track performance separately, we utilize many of the same coverage criteria in determining
coverage of all stocks in both research formats. Please view the company’s individual disclosures for each engagement, which can be
found in company-specific Opportunity Research reports, updates and articles.
Goldman Small Cap Research has not been compensated for any content in this issue.
All information contained in this newsletter and in our reports were provided by the companies mentioned via news releases, filings,
and their websites or generated from our own due diligence. Economic, market data and charts are provided by a variety of sources
and are cited upon publication. Stock performance data and information are derived from Yahoo! Finance and other websites or
sources, as noted. Our analysts are responsible only to the public, and are paid in advance to eliminate pecuniary interests, retain
editorial control, and ensure independence.
The information used and statements of fact made have been obtained from sources considered reliable but we neither guarantee nor
represent the completeness or accuracy. Goldman Small Cap Research did not make an independent investigation or inquiry as to
the accuracy of any information provided by the Company, other firms, or other financial news outlets. Goldman Small Cap Research
relied solely upon information provided by companies through filings, press releases, presentations, and through its own internal due
diligence for accuracy and completeness. Such information and the opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. A Goldman Small Cap Research report, update, article, blog, note, or newsletter is not intended as an offering, recommendation, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell the securities mentioned or discussed. This newsletter does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation, or particular needs of any particular person. This newsletter does not provide all information material to an
investor’s decision about whether or not to make any investment. Any discussion of risks in this presentation is not a disclosure of all
risks or a complete discussion of the risks mentioned. Neither Goldman Small Cap Research, nor its parent, is registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment adviser with the FINRA or with any state securities regulatory authority. Statements herein may
contain forward-looking statements and are subject to significant risks and uncertainties affecting results.
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Separate from the factual content of our articles about the company featured in this newsletter, we may from time to time include our
own opinions about the companies profiled herein, their businesses, markets and opportunities. Any opinions we may offer about the
companies are solely our own, and are made in reliance upon our rights under the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, and are
provided solely for the general opinionated discussion of our readers. Our opinions should not be considered to be complete, precise,
accurate, or current investment advice. Such information and the opinions expressed are subject to change without notice.

ALL INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED, OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE UNDER
APPLICABLE LAW, TWO TRIANGLE CONSULTING GROUP, LLC WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR THE QUALITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, RELIABILITY OR TIMELINESS OF THIS INFORMATION, OR FOR
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES THAT
MAY ARISE OUT OF THE USE OF THIS INFORMATION BY YOU OR ANYONE ELSE (INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF OPPORTUNITIES, TRADING LOSSES, AND DAMAGES
THAT MAY RESULT FROM ANY INACCURACY OR INCOMPLETENESS OF THIS INFORMATION). TO
THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, TWO TRIANGLE CONSULTING GROUP, LLC WILL NOT
BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANYONE ELSE UNDER ANY TORT, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, PRODUCTS LIABILITY, OR OTHER THEORY WITH RESPECT TO THIS PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION.
For more information, visit our Disclaimer: www.goldmanresearch.com
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